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CGP: the most popular books
CGP sold over £70 million of books and revision products in the past 12 months
— making us the UK’s No. 1 educational publisher!
This information pack is designed to help you understand the CGP range and
outlines the UK education system so that all your customers can be sure of getting
the perfect CGP products.

Unbeatable
customer service
If you have any questions, we’d love to hear from you.
If you’d like to discuss the range of books that would
be best for your shelves, or have a question about a
particular book, we’ll do all we can to help out.
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Guide to the UK Education System
The UK education system isn’t the easiest thing to get your head around (Scotland has a
separate system) — but don’t worry, we’ll explain the bits you’ll need to know.
The education system works in Key Stages — sets of school years with an assessment at the end
— for example, Key Stage 4 is the two years in which students aged 14-16 study for their GCSEs.
This chart shows the Key Stages as well as students’ ages and the exams they take, with
explanations of the exam types below.

Key Stage

Children’s Age
(years)

School Year

Which exams do they take?

Which board sets the exams?

KS1

5-7

1-2

SATS

STA

KS2

7-11

3-6

SATS

STA

KS3

11-14

7-9

No Current Exam

n/a

KS4

14-16

10-11

GCSEs

AQA, OCR, Edexcel,
WJEC Eduqas, CCEA

KS5

16-18

12-13

A-Levels

AQA, OCR, Edexcel,
WJEC Eduqas, CCEA

SATS
These are the national English and
Maths tests taken by pupils at ages
7 and 11.
Pupils’ progress in other subjects
(apart from Maths and English) is
usually assessed in the classroom
by teachers.
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Guide to the UK Education System
GCSE
Students aged 14-16 usually take
around 8 or 9 different subjects for
their GCSEs. Maths, English and
Science are compulsory.
GCSE results are now measured on
a ‘Grade 9-1’ scale, where 9 is the
top grade.
For most GCSE subjects, schools
can choose from slightly different
courses set by exam boards like
AQA, Edexcel and OCR — you’ll see
these names on the front of many of
CGP’s GCSE books.

AS-Level & A-Level
At age 16, many students choose to
study for AS and A-Levels — these
academic qualifications follow on
neatly from GCSEs.
AS courses are one year long, with
exams taken at the end. A-levels last
two years, with all the exams at the end
of the second year. Students receive a
final grade between A* and E.
A-Levels are set by the same exam
boards as GCSEs, so CGP makes
many books that match the AQA,
Edexcel and OCR courses exactly.
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The CGP Range
We have over 1000 books and digital resources in our full range, and at first it can be difficult to know
which book is best for which customer. Here we briefly explain the main types of CGP products.

The Six Classic CGP Book Types (All Ages)
Revision Guides / Study Books / Study Guides
These bestselling CGP books explain everything students
need to learn in straightforward English (with a bit of humour to
lighten the mood). They cover the whole course and include
summary questions for checking progress.

Workbooks / Question Books
Packed with useful practice questions for every topic,
these books are great to use on their own or alongside
our Revision Guides.

Complete Revision & Practice
All-in-one books that combine study notes, practice
exercises and exam-style questions for the whole course.

Practice Papers
Carefully written to be just like the real thing, our Practice
Papers are brilliant for exam preparation. Each pack
contains full sets of practice tests and an answer book
with mark scheme — ideal to use in school or at home.

Textbooks
Our Textbooks are jam-packed with thousands of
questions for the whole course. Each book is a brilliantly
flexible resource for classwork and homework.

10-Minute Tests
These small-but-beautiful books are packed with short,
sharp tests. Perfect for splitting up test preparation into
bite-sized chunks.
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The CGP Range
Primary School Products (Ages 5-11)
SAT Busters

11+

These cost-effective CGP question
books are a big hit with primary schools.
SAT Busters are ideal for giving Year 6
and Year 2 pupils targeted practice in
key areas of study.

This brand new range includes Study
Books, Practice Books, 10-Minute Tests
and Practice Test Papers for all four
11+ subjects — Verbal Reasoning,
Non-Verbal Reasoning, Maths and
English. All with free Online Editions!

10-Minute Tests and Weekly
Workouts

Yearly Books

These 10-Minute Tests and Weekly
Workout books are full to the brim
with quick practice tests, split up into
manageable chunks for every topic.

Our Study Books and Question books
are perfect companions throughout
Years 3-6. Every topic is clearly
explained in our full-colour Study Books,
with a huge range of matching test-style
practice in the Question Books.

Practise & Learn

Textbooks

Bold, bright, colourful and fun, these
activity books are a fantastic way for
primary school pupils to brush up
on all the important skills. There are
books for English, Maths, French
and Spanish.

Bursting with enough practice to last the
whole year, we’ve packed thousands
of questions into these superb books.
The questions are divided into sets by
difficulty to make differentiation easy —
you’ll find something to suit every pupil!

True Tales: Non-Fiction
Reading

Discover & Learn
These books have been carefully
designed to help bring Science,
Geography and History to life. The
full-colour Study Books are packed
with beautiful illustrations, diagrams
and photos — and there are matching
Activity Books and Teacher Books too!

Each of these Reading Books
contains four engrossing lifestories, with plenty of non-fiction text
types. The whole range contains
full resources for guided reading
sessions throughout Years 5 and 6.
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The CGP Range
Secondary School and
Sixth-Form Products (Ages 11-18)
Text Guides / Complete Plays
Top-quality handbooks for English. Text Guides are
packed with in-depth notes on characters, themes,
context and more. Complete Plays contain the whole
text with handy notes throughout.

Textbooks
We’ve packed thousands of practice questions into
these textbooks for KS3, GCSE and A-Level — they’re
a fantastic ‘no-nonsense’ resource for teachers.

Exam Practice Workbooks
These books contain exam-style questions, organised
by topic so that students can concentrate on practising
the parts of the course they find most difficult.

Head Start
These A-Level books recap all the essential GCSE
material that never gets taught again — and introduce
some important A-Level concepts.

Student Books
These syllabus-specific course books for GCSE and
A-Level contain in-depth notes, masses of practice
(including exam-style questions), assessment advice
and more.

Revision Question Cards

New

It’s all very well students reading through their study
notes, but how much can they actually remember?
Students can put their knowledge to the test with our
brilliant Revision Question Cards!
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We’re doing more to
help your sales grow...
Direct marketing to International Schools
Support from a knowledgeable customer services team
Regular monthly emails highlighting our new titles
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